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TouR OF miSSOURI BIHE RACE Goes 
THROUGH THE miDDLE OF EveR'T'WHERE 
I-Ji In September 2008 the Tour of Missouri bike race began in St. 1~ Joe, Missouri, stopped in Kansas City, continued to Clinton, then Spring-
2:: field. Stage 3 began in Branson and went through ~ebanon to get to. 
lLJ Rolla. After that the bikers went on to Jefferson Ctty to get to the fimsh 
~ line in St. Louis. This is no small feat. The bikers had to face the heat, the 
1 1 I fatigue, and the treacherous hills that Missouri has to offer. 
-~ Rolla did it's small part in welcoming the bikers and then send-
ing them off to St. Louis. Streets were closed and volunteers were found. 
Most of the town and the students came out to see this feat that brought 
in professional cyclist from all over. 
This race was made up of 120 cyclists from 15 professional teams 
from more than 20 countries. The cyclists had one week to travel across 
the state on a bike. It started off with a bang on September 8, paused for 
homage to the Armed Forces on September 11th, and kept going for a 
grand finale on September 14th. 
Stage I was 90 miles, stage 2 was 126 miles. Stage 3 was a short 
18 miles followed by the grueling 95 miles riddled with hills in stage 4. 
Stage 5 was 108 mi les, stage 6 another 96 miles and then the final stage 
was 70 miles long. This was a total of 603 miles. 
It has been said that the bike race is like a "super bowl on 
wheels." Hundreds of fans from around the state volunteer, with more 
lining the raceway to watch. ESPN covers the race so many more can 
watch on T.V. Each year Missouri's race grows bigger, better, and harder. 
This means that each year it attracts more athletes from more profes-
sional teams from farther away. This race is comparable to the ones in 
Europe, like the Tour De France, and is among the top in the country. 
Next year's race is already being planned, and the citizens and 
students ofRolla will be ready to host some of the world's hardest 
working athletes again in 2009. 
····~~· Left and Right: During the 
race several of 
Rolla s streets 
were closed for 
the cyclists to 
pass through 
saf ely . 
Racers trained f or a long time for this race. 
The finish line was filled with observers and fans cheer-
ing on the cyclist. 
Answering questions, the cyclists were funny and laid back. Most of the design teams were out for the event. 
Big money was the prize for 
finishing early. 
The winners pose on the podium after the race. They worked hard to get 
to those places! 
The student design 
teams took this op-
portunity to show off 
their transportation 
that would have gone 
faster than a bicycle. 
Posing for a picture the cyclist 









On October 18, 2008 students, fans , and alumni crowded into the All-
good-Baily stadium at Missouri S&T to celebrate the end of the Homecoming 
Ln fe tivitie . The fun of the Arabian Nights themed festival started earlier in the 
1- week with a Joe Miner look alike contest, an amazing race game, and various 
2:: competitions, as well as the announcement of the King and Queen candidates. 
LW Departments around campus put on Homecoming picnics which students could 
-~ go and have free food. 
LI.J In the spirit of free food, this year tailgating before the game was very 
popular. The new BBQ club had their stand, as did the Alumni Association, and 
many other individuals and organizations. Then game time rolled around. Mis-
ouri S&T played Kentucky Wesleyan at 1 pm. They fought hard, and with help 
from the offense defeated the team with a score of58-7. 
During halftime of the game the candidates were introduced. For King 
there were ll candidates: Lance Weinmann, a senior nominated by Pi Kappa Al-
pha; Andrew Ronchetto, a senior nominated by Student Council; Nathaniel Goss, 
a senior nominated by Zeta Tau Alpha; Patrick Maloney, a senior nominated by 
TJ Hall Association; Lane Brewer, a junior nominated by Kappa Delta; Charles 
Hlinak, a senior nominated by Sigma Nu; Paul Conrad, a senior nominated by 
Kappa Kappa Psi/Tau Beta Sigma; Daniel Kientz, a senior nominated by Chi 
Omega; Brandon Radford, a junior nominated by Quadrangle Hall Association; 
Drew Schuermann, a senior nominated by Kappa Alpha; and Jason Schlueter, a 
senior nominated by Phi Kappa Theta. 
The Queen candidates were: Dianna Meyers, a senior nominated by Pi Kappa 
Alpha; Megan Rodenberg, a junior nominated by Student Council; Caitlin Koeb-
be, a senior nominated by Kappa Alpha; Tori Ratliff, a senior nominated by Zeta 
Tau Alpha; Amanda Gealy, a junior nominated by TJ Hall Association; Stacie 
Adams, a senior nominated by Kappa Delta; Lacey Laird, a freshman nominated 
by the Quadrangle Hall Association; Sarah Rapone, a senior nominated by Sigma 
u; Kristyn Smith, a sophomore nominated by Phi Kappa Theta; Emily Holden, 
a senior nominated by Kappa Kappa Psi/Tau Beta Sigma; and Kathleen Chiles, a 
senior nominated by Chi Omega. 
Chancellor Carney crowned Lance Weinmann and last year's Homecom-
ing Queen Beth Gronke crowned Dianna Meyers. The group who won was Pi 
Kappa Alpha. After the crowning the MS&T band performed their routine and 
then the MS&T Gold Miners Dancers took the field. 
All in all the Homecoming was a success. Alumni enjoyed themselves, 
and took time to view all the changes that have been happening on campus. The 
current students enjoyed the games and food, and all the candidates looked great. 
It was a fun weekend for all. 
Left: Kristen Hiten, 
Ben Hale, Krista 
Stewart and Angie 
Bulen enjoy the Bi-
ology Dept. Picnic. 
Right: The Army 
ROTC guys did 
push-ups for each 
point that the Min-
ers made throughout 
the game. 
Pete Eppestien portrayed Joe Miner very 
well, even the silent part. 
The real Joe Miner got some help with the 
cheer. 
The King and Queen pose with Pi Kappa Alpha, the Homecoming winners. 
Homecoming Queen Diana Meyers and King Lance 
Weinman pose after the crowning. The Goldminers showed off their skills at halftime. 
The BBQ club weren 't the only tailgaters at this years home-
coming. Many people came out early to enjoy some good food 
before the game. The MS&T Cheerleaders pumped up the crowd for the game. 
The Solar Car Team carried their car to the fes tivities. 
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DIWALI niGHT LIGHTS UP 
miSSOURI S& T 
Ui very year the Indian Association helps Missouri S&T students celebrate Diwali, an 
1- Indian festival of lights. It is a celebration full of color, dances, and energy. This year was no ex-2:: ception, and the Indian Association put a lot of hard work into it. They prepared for two months, 
LlJ everything from the dance choreography, to the food, to the fireworks that were set off after the 
~ cultural show. Finally on October 26, 2008 all the hard work was displayed. 
Ll 1 The show started with compeers Kiran Rangarajan and Tejasini Tammina welcoming 
- everyone and telling newcomers what Diwali is all about. Then president of the Indian Associa-
tion, Vachaspathy Kuntamukkala gave his thanks to all the hard work that went into it. He then 
introduced the guest who would light the lamp, Dr. Aanjeev Aggarwal, a professor in the electri-
cal engineering department. 
With the formalities out of the way it was time to move into the celebration. Shikha 
Chaudhary, Arpana Murthy, Bipin Inamadar and Deepika Timmavajjula sang a prayer song, fol-
lowed by a classical dance preformed by Kashrneera Ghosh, Hindu Kothapalli and Anju Sarah 
Kurian. Gosh, along with Amendra Koul, Karuna Vineetha Vemulapalli, Sneha Suda Devarka-
onda, Anju Sarah Kurian, Rubal Wanchoo, Guru Pratap Singh Sandu, Arvid Nanduri, Jigar Mis- Dance is a huge part of the 
try, Humayun Shariff, Aparama Sukhavasi provided the choreography for all the dances done, Indian culture. 
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as well as the fashion show. 
The fashion show depicted styles from all over India. It featured amazing colors and 
beautiful material. After it was over there was a presentation on the origins ofDiwali, fol-
lowed by instrumental music performed by Sriram Ventateshwaran and Nikhil Doiphode. After 
the short break, it was back to dancing. The Thiruvathira dance, which is normally part of the 
Thiruvathira festival celebrated in Kerala India, was followed by the energetic Bhangra dance, 
which originates in Punjab, India. The fusion dance that followed was a mixture of traditional 
costumes and dances performed by the women along with modem dances by the men. The last 
dances were the Ganesh vandana, performed in respect of lord Ganesha, and Filmy, where the 
men danced to popular songs in Indian films. There was also a cultural presentation, showing 
the heritage, lifestyle, and loves oflndia. This part always receives generous applause from the 
audience. There was also a Life at Rolla presentation where the students showed the various ac-
tivities they participate in on campus. The show ended on a patriotic note, with dancers dressed 
in the colors of their countries flag. 
The majority of the audience then found themselves entertained with fireworks on their 
walk to the Havener Center to enjoy some traditional Indian food. The food took the whole 
weekend to prepare, even with 56 people helping out. It was well worth it and delicious. 
This event takes a lot of hard work, but it is one of the most fun, energetic celebrations 
The President of the India 
Association gave some 
opening remarks before the 
show started. 
Food was served after the show. The wait was 
long, but worth it. 
Vasant Balakrishnan performed "Boulevard of 
Broken Dreams" on the piano. People of all ages participated in the fashion show. 
The India Association knows how to have fun. 
Modern dancing is popular for everybody, especially when 
the dancers have so much rhythm. 
These skilled dancers incorporated the Indian flag into their 
routine to show pride for their country. 
The slide show included incredible scenes from India 
and the culture found there. Henna tattoos are a very 
big part of the culture. 
Tradition met modern in this dance. The students practiced for hours to put on 
a good show. 
The fashion show is a definite crowd pleaser. Models show today'sfashion 
trends from India. 
Dancing becomes an art form when these students pe1jorm a story.for the 
audience. 
g 
IF 'T'ou neveR Go 'T'ou'LL neveR Hnow .... 
GREEH WEEH 2008 
w-. ,_ 
2:: Each September an event of camaraderie, rivalry, and fun occurs. This event 
LlJ of course is Greek Week, where all the houses on campus get together and compete, 
~ joke, and hang out with their brothers or sisters from their house and their friends 
LI-J from other houses. The godz are selected, who will~ud~e each house, and reign at 
all parties thereafter. They are the ones who get to nde m the godz van, chauffeured 
from place to place. At the follies they get gifts from each of the queen candidates, 
and they get poked fun of in the top ten lists. 
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The godz are selected from the IFC reps, so it's only fitting that the baby 
reps are the ones who run the whole shindig. They have to go through many sleep-
less nights looking after the godz, officiating the games, and organizing the follies. 
The week starts out with the kick off party and the announcing of the godz. 
It then continues with opening games. The houses all participate for points in vari-
ous sporting events, some modified for greek life, like the keg throw, or the soda 
chug and washers. The week then proceeds with the follies. During the follies the 
gifts for the godz are presented, the skits are done, the floats are displayed, the top 
ten lists are said, and many more activities take place. Most of the follies occur at 
the Havener center, but the last day the follies were held at Kappa Sigma fraternity. 
To end the week are the closing games. These are much like the closing 
games, but different sports, and the obstacle course is added. The whole time 
the greeks are working together to earn points for their house and socializing 
all the while. 
This year the results were Pi Kappa Alpha with 481 points, Kappa Sigma 
480, Sigma Pi 439, Sigma Phi Epsilon 413, Tau Kappa Epsilon 348, Delta Sigma 
Phi 270, Sigma Chi 267, Lambda Chi Alpha 253, Delta Tau Delta 224, Sigma Nu 
198, Kappa Alp.ha 18?, Pi Kappa ~hi 177, .Sigma Tau Gamma 143, Phi Kappa Theta 
120, Alpha Epsilon P1 l 08, Beta S1gma Ps1 86, Theta Xi 43, Triangle 32, and Kappa 
Alpha Psi 25. The Sororities totals were Zeta Tau Alpha 616, Kappa Delta 529 and 
Chi Omega with 517. ' 
Left: The ZTAjloat 
featured the Family Guy 
cartoon, as did their skit 
later in the day. 
Right: Gifts for the Godz 
was one way to win their 
favor. The queen candi-
dates and their houses put 
a lot of work into these. 
Doug Olson got creative with his uni-
form for the games. 
Kappa Sig took had a political float. 
Obama and McCain were Rock 'Em 
Sock 'Em Robots. 
The GODZ van was tricked out for 
Greek Week. 
IFC reps had Greek Week under control. Baby Reps 
got very little sleep that week. 
A II the houses made a float and a 
banner for Greek Week. The banners 
were hung up in the Havener Center. 
Cody Masser. Brennen Lawson, and Jake Morris 
enjoyed the comedian during Greek Week. 
The godz enjoyed judging Greek week and all 
the special treatment. 
ZTA Lindsey Jateff explained her gifts 
for the godz. 
Kristen lmm shows off her toga. She repre-
sented Alpha Epsilon Pi this year. 
Each house did a skit from a movie or TV. This 
one was from the movie Chuck and Larry. 
Greeks finally found out how 
hard it is to see clearly with beer 
goggles. 










GReeHS GeT InTo THE GAmes 
tt ' • 
i.' 
' 
Good sportsmanship is one of the keys to success at 
Greek Week. 
Chi Omega and ZTA battle it out on the 
beach volleyball court. 
Jonathan Kampunzu tries to sink the ball in 
soda 
Each house picked someone to throw the 
ball through a hole. 
Showing the younger members what to do, Ryan 
Francka takes on the obstacle course. 
The chariot race brought on lots ,/' . . 
d . O; mterestmg es1gns. 
The boys of Sigma Chi fight for control in 
the Tug-ofWar. 
Washers is a favorite pastime f or the boys 
ofSig Tau. 
Each house had to work together for the 
obstacle course. 
Katie Baldwin, Sherea Stricklin, Danielle Warchol, and Atilla Hunn enjoy watching 
the game while representing Kappa Delta. 
Evan Tabor gets rid of the frisbee j ust before his 







This Deft shows off his skills at the The boys of Sigma Nu relax a little in between games. The ZTA girls show they're more than 
baseball 
The girls of Chi Omega had a good turnout for the games this yem~ The boys of Kappa Alpha weren i letting any balls touch the 
ground. 
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THE BEST EVER ... 
lOlsT A nnuAL ST. PAT's 
WI ln 1908 the MSM tradition of St. Pat's began. Over the years, the name of the 
1
- chool ha changed, but the traditions have lived on. Students still celebrate St. Pat-
2:: ricks day by appointing a court, having a concert, and the best part of all, no classes. ~ The way things get done has gone through some slight changes, but all in all, Pat's 
I~ just keeps getting better. This was the l 01 st Best Ever St. Patrick's Day Celebration at 
-I.J MS&T. 
Every year students are picked to portray the roles of the court. This year St. 
Patrick was Colin Bodeman, the Master Guards were Todd Miller and Evan Bertholf, 
the other guards were Tim Kottman, Aaron Null, and Shaun Catlett, the herald was 
Chri Smith, the Trumpeter Michael Hoenig, and the pages were David Hadler and 
Andrew Rasdall. 
The Honorary Knights were as follows: Kathy Allison-Administrative Assistant in 
tudent Affairs, Dr. Cynthia Bolon- Chemistry professor, Linda Boswell Bramel-
Assistant to the Chancellor, Rodney Edwards-General Manager of Grellner Sales and 
Service, Ron Miller-retired Vice President at Procter and Gamble, Darlene Ramsay-
Director of Advancement Services at MS&T, Randy Stoll- Director of Business Ser-
vice at MS&T. 
The Knights were: Brian Anderson, David Barker, Lana Brewer, Daniel Burt-
man, David Clemenson, Tom Cunningham, Matthew Foster, Nathan Hay, Jared Har-
ri on, Joseph Hoff, Patrick Holloway, Brandon Kelley, Amanda Kertz, Leon Kirkpat-
rick, Joanna Kovarik, Ashley Lang, Jonahan Leek, Amanda Luellen, Zach Maxwell, 
Patrick Maloney, Lisa Robinson, Robert Sager, Holly Saucier, Kiernan Shea, Katie 
Stockstill, Tony Strawhun, Michelle Taylor, Anna Trumble, Paul Voss, and Charlie 
Zdazinsky. 
The Queen of Love and Beauty Candidates were: Staci Adams, Kelsey Auer, 
Ashley Banaszek, Lauren Behrle, Stacy Bradfield, Emily Buchmeier, Melissa Callan, 
Monica Frankhauser, Leyla Gardner, Kierstyn Harvey, Anita Heinzke, Emma Kessler, 
Sarah Laney, Dianna Meyers, Ashley Moore, Margaret Powell, Karen Reno, Megan 
Rodenberg, Stephanie Rostad, Laura Sicking, Julie Sullivan, Natalie Tedford, Kelsie 
van Hoose, Rexanne Whorton and Phoebe Wiles. 
After a long week of Snake Invasion, Follies, Shillelaghs, Gonzo Games and 
all over partying, the par~de was held , and then Coronation. St. Pat and the Honorary 
St. Pat Jean Carnahan kn1ghted the above mentioned candidates. Then the Queen can-
didates were introduced and the court was announced. Dianna Meyers, Lauren Behrle 
Monica Frankhauser, and Emily Buchmeier were all in the court, but the Queen of ' 
Love and Beauty was Emma Kessler. 
To the left: The queen 
candidates all rode in 
the parade on Satur-
day. 
To the Right: The band 
signed autographs 
of all types after the 
concert. 
This years Herald was Chris Smith 
from Kappa Alpha. 
Some people get their p ets to be 
party animals. 
Painting the town green is a tradi-
tion during March. 
Todd Miller and Evan Bertholf served as the 
master guards for the ceremony. 
Megan Rodenberg and Daniel Ryan bow 
and curtsey for the crowd. 






gather in front 
of the Blarney 
stone. 
All the participants of coronation had a 
good time. 
The .flower girls helped bring some beauty to the 
celebrations. They were in Official Pat s at/ire. 
St. Patrick (Colin Bodeman) and the Queen of 
Love and Beauty Emma Kess let: 
Diana Meyers and Tim Strack pose before 








LUCHT' TO BE A minER FOR 








Some of the St. Pat s Aft s included Guitar Hero 
at TJ Hall. 
The Green Man competition brought out all 
sorts of characters. 
The student design teams participated in 
the parade. 
This leprechaun got lost in her hat d . follies. urmg 
To the left: St. 
Pats reps sell 
sweatshirts year 
round, even 
during the Pats 
celebrations. 
To the Right: Dur-
ing the parade 
some houses 
showed off their 
shillelaghs. 
The St. Pats guards really got into their job 
when the gong rang. 
Sarah Prow showed off her green to the 
judges. 
Cindi Bolon was an Honorary Knight this year, and participated in 
the parade. 
The bands for the St. Pats concert were a 
big hit this y ear. 
The St. Pats court gathered around the newly bronzed St. Patrick 
statue. 
The Newman center rose above the crowd 
with their stilted man. 
The bronzed St. Patrick watched over ceremonies 
this yem: 
The MS&T marching band got to show off 
their new uniforms. 
~----------------------~ 
After the show SUB members took a picture with 
the band. 
The Leprechaun look a likes were 
all ready f or Pat s. 
The race was on to see how many garters 
could be put on one leg. 











InTERnATIOnAL STUDEnTS CAT' 
ROCHS ROLLA WITH CULTURE 
Lli On Sunday, March 8 the students of Missouri S&T and people from all over 
1- Rolla poured into the Havener center to see displays from different cultures from 
2:: all over the world. This event has grown over the years and is a huge project for the 
LL.t International Students Club. This year there were about 200 guests, not counting the 
~ students who put on their displays. 
LI.J 
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At the beginning of the day visitors could mingle around to the different 
booths exhibiting key points from each countries culture. There were tables from 
Malaysia, Germany, Finland, India, China, Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, 
almost anywhere you could think of. Each table had some information about the 
country, and many had samples of their foods or crafts. At the table from China 
you could get your name written in Chinese, and in Arabic at the table from Saudi 
Arabia. The India table was busy all day letting people try on traditional outfits and 
drawing henna tattoos on guests. Each table had something unique and interesting to 
offer, and beautiful displays. There were 25 different countries showing their culture. 
Later in the day there was a lunch provided with dishes from several differ-
ent countries. Each dish was well prepared and there was a vote to see which was the 
most enjoyed by the guests. 
The cultural show had several important guests, among them were Congress 
woman JoAnn Emerson and Chancellor Carney. They introduced the show which 
included cultural dances from several countries. It also featured an international 
fashion show, which brought huge cheers from the crowd and looked like it was a 
lot of fun to be a part of. From swing dancing to salsa, to music performed on instru-
ments and by voice, the show was a big hit. Due to a delay it lasted a little longer 
than expected, but the audience was entertained by the swing dancing club as they 
waited for the guests African dance troupe, who was well worth the wait. 
This is a great .tradition to have at. MS&T because it gives the community 
a chance to see how dtverse our campus ts, and a chance to disprove a lot of the 
tereotypes they have learned about some cultures. It also gives students a chance to 
learn more about their peers and where they come from. 
To the left: The In-
ternational Students 
Club 
To the Right: The 
table from China 
was offering authen-
tic green tea. 
The swing dancing club showcased 
some amazing skills. 
The Indian booth did henna tattoos. 
Thailand provided snacks for their table, as well as stunning displays. The guys from Saudi Arabia had fun in the fashion show. 
The Latin dancers did a salsa that took The dancers from Malaysia had beautiful 
the crowds breath away. costumes. 
Each country took part in the fashion 
show. 
Miss Morgan has always been a lot of help for 
International Students Day. 
A lot of the countries put on dances from their 
homeland. 
The show from Africa was energetic. 
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THE CHinEse FESTIVAL WeLcomes THe 
'-r'eAA oF THE OH 
Ui This is the year of the Ox in Chinese tradition. According to the Chinese Zodiac 
1- the Ox symbolizes prosperity through fortitude and hard work People born under this 
2:: sign are said to be stable and persevering, tolerant and having strong character. Ironi-
ll.J cally, Barack Obama will take over his presidency this year, and he was born under the 
~ sign of the Ox . 
.. 1-J 
To welcome the year of the Ox, the Chinese Student and Scholar Association put 
together the annual Chinese Spring Festival. The cultural show and dinner was on January 
24, 2009. It featured many singers, dancers, musicians, and of course, delicious food. 
The night began with the Hosts Xioaming Cheng, Jun Wu, Fanjun Meng, and 
H ng i Qin welcoming everyone in attendance. They then introduced Mayor Bill Jenks He Weiping sang beautifully. 
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to give a short speech, who was followed by Chancellor John Carney. The night got 
more fun when the Lion Dance (performed by Shaolin Lohan Pai Lion Dance Troupe) 
wandered through the audience in a high energy dance. Jerry Tin then took a turn 
speaking as the CSSA Advisor. 
The set of performances were musical. Shixuan Meng performed a song on the 
Zither, a Chinese string instrument. Yuanxiang Sun then mesmerized the audience with 
his strong voice performing Bel Canto. The Regional Chinese Opera was performed 
by He Weiping. The Children's fashion show was also during this set. In the fashion 
show were Kevin Gao, Jenny Bai, David Fangda Xiao, Bryan Benshuo Tang, Kaleb J 
Yu, Perry Zhang, Arista Zoey Whitson, Yijia Hong, Renee Xiaochen Wang, Kevin Lui, 
Jesse Liu, Victor Nam, Elena Bai, Anthony W. Wang, and Erica Shi. 
The children s fashion show was a 
Dra~atic performance~ were in the end. Starting out was the Drama: Flirting great success. 
Scholar, whtch was a funny sktt performed by Zhao Renren, Cai Ziyu, Zeng Bilin, Chu 
Ding, Wang Jiye, and Gu Sunan. Following that was the Traditional Ribbon Dance 
performed by Ashley Drew, Annie Gao, Kelly Ma, and Trisha Smith. The Children, Folk 
Songs were performed by the St. Pat's Chinese School and preceded the adult fashion 
show. The fashi?n s~ow, ~epicting current fashions, was performed by Ashley Beibei 
Cheng, Jelsea Tmgtmg, Ttange Shao, and Yongchi Zhou. 
Concluding the cultural show was a presentation by Xioming Cheng Chin . 200~ in review and Tian Fu with a closing speech. After the cultural show ~ost ot~he 
aud1ence went to the Havener center for food prepared by Sonjie Chen and Yulin Tang. 
Left: The Dragon 
dance got the audi-
ence excited for the 
show. 




Yuanxiang Sun p erformed Bel 
Canto. 
The children stole the show with their performances. The costumes and dances were traditional and elegant. 
The hosts kept everything running smooth-
ly. A Chinese traditional ribbon dance was pretty with The fashion show wasfonfor the partici-
pants and audience. 
Above and Right: The Flirting Scholar was 
very fonny and entertaining 
the 




I- On April 24, 2009 the much anticipated MasqueRA VE ~ was held. The KMNR event was thought up, planned, and put 
~ on in almost no time at all. As usual, the event was a success and 
li.J everybody had a blast, despite the few technical difficulties that 
occurred before the event began. KMNR had trouble finding a 
place to host their brainchild due to the overwhelming popularity 
the event promised to have. They finally decided on Lion's Club 
Park. DJ C-Vaughn came in from Kansas City to spin electronic 
dance music for the rave. On top of that, the secret surprise was 
the burlesque dancers that came in from St. Louis. These dancers 
performed for the audience during breaks in the music and showed 
off their feminine wiles and their statuesque beauty. 
At the door members of KMNR would supply masks, but 
the contest for the best mask was for all the homemade ones, 
which there were plenty of. On top of all the entertainment, which 
was provided to the students for FREE, there was a cash bar there 
for attendants that were of age. They also provided a shuttle sys-
tem to get there and back. They had pick-up locations at Residen-
tial College 2, Altman Hall lot, and TJ west lot. Shuttles ran all 
night from 8:30p.m. on. 
Above: There was a contest for the best home-
With the techno music, the glow sticks, the masks, and of made mask. The crazier, the better. 
course the dancers this party had no option but to be a huge sue- Below: People got a chance to dance their 
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ces . KMNR is trying to make this an annual event, and it is open faces off at the rave. 
to all students and their friends. So far the cost to go has been free. 
What better way to spend a Friday night? 
Left: Posing with 
their masks, all 
attendants of the 
Masquerave had a 
blast. 
Top: Ravers pose 
with their friends for 
the camera. 
Middle: Propaganda 
for the Masquerave 
was very artistic. 
Bottom: Some action 








TuoenT Un1on BoARO Ooes IT A LL 
Th tudent Union Board, affectionately called SUB by MS&T 
tud nt i probably the one club in which every person on campus 
b nefit from at orne point or another. They are the ones who put on 
Lf"l the a ter Egg Hunt, the outdoor movies, the poker tournaments, con-
~ cert , comedians, everything. You name it, if it's something fun the 
lLJ tudent Union Board is behind it. This year was no different, students 
~ came in droves to the events put on by SUB. Probably one of the best 
LLJ thing about a SUB event is that there are almost always prizes of some 
ort. Come for the fun, stay for the door prizes. Most of the events are 
al o free of charge. 
Behind every event there's a small army of dedicated students 
rganizing the event, getting prizes together, calling bands, whatever 
they need to do to make sure each person who shows up has a great 
time, and that attendance stays high. Then there's the group who runs 
the Outdoor Activity Rentals, as well as SUB Light and Sound to rent 
out the u e of their equipment to other student organizations. 
Some of the events this year included the Block Party, which had 
hug inflatable games for students to take part in, the Poker tournament, 
wh r a lot of chip gets you a lot of prizes, and of course everyone's 
favorite the Easter Egg Hunt. Find the black eggs get a cool prize. Not 
onl~ that, but they also put on the concerts, the April Fool's Comedy 
Sene , a well a another comedy series that occurred in the fall. 
Sub does it all. It's a lot of work, but you'd never know it talk-
ing to the members. They love what they do, and the benefits that 
come with it. The members got to go backstage with the bands t 
. h h d. , mee 
w1t t e come 1an , and interact with other students. Not onl th t 
but they get beneficial interactions that help later in their J. ob y a h, 
If . searc . 
. you are mtere ted in joining SUB, email them at sub@m t d G s .e u. o 
ahead, do the fun stuff. 
Left: The 
Whitest Kids 
you Know, a 
new comedy 
team, was very 
anticipated 
in the MS&T 
community. It 
was a part of 
SUBs comedy 
series. 
Above: The Easter Egg Hunt is one of 
the biggest events on campus with tons 
of prizes given out. 
Below: The Block Party f eatured fun 
and performers, including the Perfect 
10 Improv team. 
There are no tells at this table, everyone has their poker face on for the 
tournament. 
Every poker tournament needs a clear vis01~ The SUB members 
acted as the dealers for the tournament. 
Left: The concert series was a big 
success this ye01~ SUB managed to 
get bands that the students liked 
and rocked the campus. 
Above and Below: The 
Block Party had lots of 
inflatable fun. From slides 
and races to American 
Gladiator style games. 
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UniTY CAY BRinGS miSSOURI s& T 
STuDenTs C:LoseR 
Unity Day is a day to come together, learn from each other, and 
Ui put aside differences. This year Unity Day was held in the Havener 
I- Centre Atrium from 11 am to 1 p.m. on Wednesday, October 22. It was ~ open to all students and visitors of the University. This year the theme 
~ was "Tum Down Your Stereotypes: Busting Common Myths." It fea-
li.J tured ethnic foods, student performing ~usic, ~eciting poetry, a~d da~c­
ing, as well as booths, speakers and an mteractlve game about diversity. 
The booths addressed topics on culture, gender, faith, ethnicity, sexual 
orientation, abilities and health. 
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Students were shown stereotypes, and how they aren't true. 
They were provided with information at each booth to help educate on 
different cultures and different types of people. From ethnic differences 
to simple differences like being in a sorority or being an athlete. 
After that several different foods were set up to be tasted by students. 
There was a wide assortment of ethnic food filling the atrium with 
amazmg aromas. 
Dancing was also a big part of Unity Day. There was a step 
show performed by the girls of Zeta Tau Alpha, and another by the men 
of Alpha Phi Alpha. There were also other dance performances by other 
groups and individuals. Perfect 10 Improv also did a special perfor-
mance for the event. 
The interactive game used the clickers that so many students on 
campus are required to have. Participants answered questions about 
things they had hopefully learned by visiting the booths. Each partici-
pant received a T-shirt and was entered into a raffle drawing. 
This year Unity Day was sponsored by the Missouri S&T De-
partment of Student Life, the Office of Leadership and Cultural Pro-
grams, and the Office of the Chancellor 
Tables like these 
were prevalent 
all day, some 
had items from 
foreign coun-




zations or types 
of people. 
There was food from all different countries and 
cultures that everyone 
Dhya Alzin and Ashley Davis showed off the 
Saudi table. 
Friends got together, met new people, and gained insight to other 
cultures. 
Students listened in earnest to the people who were sharing their 
ideas and beliefs. 
The Zeta Tau Alpha girls showed off their moves in the atrium of the 
Havener building. 
Booths were set up all along the main atrium showcasing many dif 
ferent things and people. 
Some people tried to replicate the step show that was performed. 
The young men of Alpha Phi Alpha performed their step show in 
the Havener Center as well. 
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BLooc CR1ves SAVE LIVES In 
PHeLPS CounTY 
U"l 
~ Giving blood saves lives .. Every pint o.fblood tha~ is donated 
LlJ will save three lives. The blood IS separated mto three different parts, 
~ the red blood cells, the white blood cells, and the plasma. The mem-
ll~ bers of Missouri S&T do everything they can to help save lives. There 
are numerous blood drives held every year, and all the blood collected 
goes to the Phelps County Regional Medical Center, so it stays local. 
This could mean that the life you save could be your own. 
Every year different organizations take turn hosting the blood 
drives and providing volunteers to help run the drive. These volunteers 
are in charge of transporting the blood from the patient to the techni-
cian, taking care of donors who are feeling weak or faint, and providing 
refreshments for all donors. They also keep track of greek week points One pint of blood can save three lives. 
during the September blood drive, and are the friendly blood drops that 
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are seen in the Havener Center Atrium. They also put out the flyers 
beforehand, and give them out on the day of the blood drive. They also 
give out the T-shirts that always have a theme on them. 
Whenever an individual gives blood they not only get free 
cookies and beverage, they also get an "I gave" sticker, a T-shirt, and 
a colorful bandage. More useful though, is the free cholesterol test, 
and the knowledge of what blood type they are. Many people won't 
know what blood type they are until they give blood, or undergo 
some type of medical procedure. Giving blood is easier. 
Now there is also a new technology called the Alex machine. 
This machine will give you back fluids and take a double dose of red 
blood cells. This will go to help cancer patients. 
So do everyone a favor, give blood, give life. 
To the Left: A student 
patiently waits for 
a nurse while filling 
out her forms. 
To the right: Students 
were excited to do 
their part to save 
lives. 
The blood mobile was parked outside of 
Thomas Jefferson Hall during the blood 
drive. 
Every person who came in to give blood received a free T-
shirt. 
The blood drives are typically held in TJ 
Hall, Havener Center, and the Multi-
purpose building. 
Some people were a little worried when the blood .first started .flow-
ing. They soon relaxed though, and everything was fine. 
The team of technicians tested the 
blood for iron levels and labeled it to 
ship it off 
Blood drops helped bring in people to the blood drives 
and handed out drinks and snacks to donors. 
Donors had to answer a slew of questions about their recent 
history before they could donate. 
Data had to be entered for each and eve1y donor. Nurses 































Stephen S~hrm;h; Dereh Ah[Jit; David miles; Jenny Heggemann; BreU S[]endher; 
Crystal Parhs; Andrew Be~her; Franh Smith; Sara S~haefer; levi Smith; Ba~h Flagealle; 
<li> 
Jeremy H[Jeffer; Annalise Smith; Paul Jensen; Winata Wijaya 
To show off 
<Ol> 
<li>To my boss</li> 
<li>To my friends</li> 
<li>To my cat</li> 
0 5/ l- '-'1 I _, 
Ba~h mw fmm lef11[) 
right: merilee ~rue­
ger [Advis[Jr] • Travis 
..... , ...... [Jn. Jennifer ~[]pp. 
ela Hundt. lindsey 
C[Jale. J[]di Hedri~h 
Fmnt mw: BridgeU 
Edgen[Jn. Amanda Craf1. 
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/p> 
l-'lirsbm luE!r, ea.::h marsdE!n, Jill HE!.::h1, Aon Pmffer, Brian la1al, Benjamin Huffman, mi.::helle Vaughan, 
AebE!.::.::a Poo~E!r, Ja.::ob 5aH1on, Edward Belanger ~V. Trauis Brenne~e. Pa1ri.::~ Hill, mi~e laureniius, 
DUo 5.::hnElrr m, Usa Ba11em, Adam Poe11gEln, Be1h Youn1, Sam WE!hner, Dauid Wehner, Trauis Hemsa1h, 
Thomas Herbs1, Timo1hy JansEln, l-'lyle Anderson, 51ewar1 5an.::hea, mi.::ah Weber, 51ephany Ai.::h, 
fli.::holas LaBarge, Jason Thrasher, Ai.::hard Allen, mar.::us Hayer, AIE!H Whi1e, Gina HE!n1s.::h~e. Aoss 5hafElr 
<p>Are you:</p> 
<P><input type="radio" name="areyou" value="male" /> Male</p> 
<P><input type="radio" name="areyou" value="female" /> Female</p> 
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Curren1 mE!mbE!rs: Todd mmElr, Euan Ber1holf, Colin Bodeman, Aamn flull, Dauid Hadler, Andrew Aasdall, 
Chris1opher 5mi1h, Timo1hy l-'loUman, 5haun CaUEl11, mi.::hael Hoenig, l-'leuin Hillemann, Wins1on Carr, l1enne1h 
moore, Doug l-'limmi.::h, Chris Flinn, mi.::haE!I5.::hwar1a, Emily Trip1ow, and Joe Bohnens1iElhl 




















l 1""''\Tol't""\C"''~ ,...,1""'\(""'tt- """'IT""'~ h..; ,-,.'\.'"H::'!IC"''t- "h-.T""'~T•l'~ ~t-'1-, t,l'h..; 10 ,...,,.....,.,(""'lt-"'V"l..; .,....,; 'Y"'',...... 1 Jt-OT1r'i"'7" _.,.. /1..;......, • maUhew John Pmgeli, Benedic1 Joseph Gomaales Beni1o, Veronica Eli;aabe1h Breen, Cory Joseph Brennan, Damel Cary Bunman, Pllyse rlicole Dannenberg, Richard Philip Harms Davis, Ca1herine lllysa, Jason michael DiL:Hherber, Pin drew Thomas Dunkman, ila1han Webs1er Eloe, S1even James EveHer, EriL: PI farrow, Jamie Plnn fi1;agerald, Brian Roben fouiHs, Jayne E frey, JaL:ob PI Grapperhaus, maUhew ScoU Halligan, Ben}amin Paul Haring, John m HeinecH, l-iris1en l Hoel;aer, ScoU Thomas Hoel;aer, t'tris1en lee Jump, t'tunis Edward 1-iaminsHi, Evan Joseph t'tluesner, maUhew Paul 1-ione, Pln}u Sarah t'turian, Joseph Roben liscombe Jr, Timo1hy James malleUe, Daniel miL:hael marincel, Saman1ha lauren marHus, William Wallace maull, Jenna Rae mL:Gregor, l-ia1hleen Eli;aabe1h mL:t'tinley, Rebecca marie mcilally, Ca1herine mary mohrmann, Becca mullen, Roben Joseph ilaeger, 1-ievin Plndrew iloUe, Edward Raymond iloonan, Gabriel Jose Olivo, Ryan Pllan Pahl, ilicholas Daniel Parmley, Eric michael Reed, Plngela t'tay Reinhold1, michael Pln1hony RenHosHi, John RobeM Rossmaier, Plngela marie Schneider, David lssa Shahin, Paul Roben SoHolich, Pa1riL:H Owen S1anley, maUhew Joseph S1ruemph, Han-nah malley Terwelp, Warren San1iago Va;a, James Plllan Weeks, Eli;aabe1h Plnn Wiese, Be1h Plnn Youn1, John Hol1 Biegler, Plndrew michael Blair, Ben}amin miL:hael t'teUier, Jamie marie 1-ilemmer, megan miL:helle 1-irei1ner, Brian Joseph S1raus, S1ephen lawrence Gon;aales Beni1o, TraL:y lee Ches1nu1, Rebecca Plnn Davis, Philip Gemge Graf, Thomas Phillip Hulsey, Thomas John mcDonough, Cecilia Thi ilhu Ha ilguyen, Sean Pa1riL:k mcl-iin;aie, Brandon michael Hurs1, Jason Edward Pahl, Timo1hy michael Doonan, Rob en John Bogen, Eli;aabe1h m BuL:hhei1, Daniel Rob eM Griesenauer, miL:hael francis Throm, Tiffany marie Werckmann, ila1han Daniel Price, Timo1hy Jason Herbig, Eugene t'tim, Gary Ray Halligan, laura marie t'traus, ilyuykighan t'tarl marvin mainsail, Plmanda lorene SuUerer, Dianna Gayle meyers, levi Pln1hony Smi1h, iliL:ole marie Vossmeyer, Pldrienne margo1 BoeUL:her, Blair Renee Brown, Travis Charles Bruemmer, Tiffaney Sarena Campbell, Cory John Gassner, Cour1ney E Greene, Plndrew michael Harms, David Paul malawey, Joshua Pa1riL:H mL:Carville-SL:hue1hs, Ben}amin John Orr, Julie Plnne Willey, margare1 Ca1herine Gardiner, Gina f Callaway, maUhew C Callaway, Sleven D len1;a, Cmy Gassner, Waller D Young, maria R Hea1h, lan P Chris1ian, Pe1er Hurgiapuko, mark T murphey, GarreU PI Diemler, Carnie 0 Edwards, David BenneU, Sean Sullivan, Plshley J SacL:o 
cli>"The use of COBOL cripples the mind ; its teaching shoul d t here-fore be regarded as a criminal offense."cbr />--E . W. Dijks t rac/ li > 
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Fmm len h) r,g,hi:"Joe 'Hawhe5-Cah35. Tra~y Che51nu1. Bach L'srimore. Chri5 Ferry'. mi~e Jana5he: .AieH' Hol-
lenbach. WhiUney mekalf. Euan l-'llue5ner. Cory lecuru. []an Segen. Andrew Sourh. Ben l-'le1Uer. Tim maHeUe 
</body> 
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S1anding [l1o A]: Ahi miyamo1o. Tama5 Erdo5, Adam Hardin. []auid Conradi. Bach lagmne. Eric Bmcherd-
ing. mihe Echen. []J 1Juin1. []r. Hanh Pernicha [Team Adui5or]. Jo5h flo H. Andy Echer. Brian merhel. fleil 
Schreiber. Corey Blue. Aamn Young. Ju51in []ew. John l-'liblinger. Andrew []'Hooge 
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<li>Internetwo r ked Peers - A side project due to take center stage hopefully later this year. In this project, we look for peers that give us the lowest cost and highest bandwidth while constraining latency.</li> 
<li>Texas Hold Em Simulation - A side project I have that shuffles, deals, and 
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<li >"C is quirky, flawe d, and an enormous success."<br / >- Dennis M. 
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.JUST TR. --r AlltD GET PASSED lf\E 17 
II 
M 
Ui r.ft E.R IA:akE.taA 
I- PR.iSTi~E .TE S~EAkE.RS SQUEAk O~ AGAi~ST Tt\E POLiShE.D FLOOR, Eet\Q-. ~ i~G Tt\ROUGt\OUT Tt\E G 'tlf\~Si~ 
- PEOPLE ~RO\HD lt\E EACt\ERS, L,-, ChEERS A~D .lEERS A ~Oif\PA~ 't lt\E 
1J 
II: 
GAif\E ISL.E~Di~G A FAI'f\iLiAR ~OiSE 
' TOUSALL.. A~OTi~EAISL.EFE\NSTA~D 
AGAi~ST Tt\E SiDEL. S. DRESSED i~ 
SUiTS A~D TiES Tt\ Li~ E FORE .. 
FR~T OF Tt\E EACt\ERS. APPEAR .. 
i~GALif\OSTitlA~· ATE OttTRASTED 
TO Tt\E ISL.URRED 0\ND I!.E . D; Fo.. 
~USED E 'rES Tt\E lf\E~ \NATChi~G 
lf\0\IE.If\E~TS OF Tt\EiR PLA 'tERS \Hilt\ 
su~ FiER~~Ess. A FREE ThRO\N 
ShOT FOR Tt\E hOif\E TEAif\, A~D AS 
Tt\E PLA 'fER STEADiES hilf\SELF, hiS 
TE~sE t\A~Ds GRiP ThE ts.ALL. ARif\s 
POSili~ED FOR Tt\E ShOT, hE ARCS 
iT Tt\ROUGt\ Tt\E AiR. fhE PRi~LED 
ORA~GE. ~!.ALL TEASES Tt\E ~RO\ND, 
ROLLi~G ~ Tt\E Riff\ OF ThE. hOOP, 
DARi~G TO GO i~ IREA Tt\ i~ Tt\E. 
ROOif\ ~EASES FOR A lf\OI'f\E.~T, ~L 't 
ASOLiTAR't··s\NQQSh •. OFTt\E~ET 
I!.R.EAkS ThE ~ALif\ Tt\i~ ThE. ROOI'f\. 
'fhiS iS I!.A ALL., 
fhE aa .. o, SEA ~ q.: 1hE. •~·s ,..is .. 
SOURi C&.,. I!.ASkETaALL TEAI'f\ E~DED 
Tt\ A TRiUif\Pt\ AGAi ST ThE fRi .. 
S,(1~ Gi\li~G,...~OURiC&f 
,...~ERS A ~ORD OF~ AT ThE E~D 
OF ThE $E.AS~ OALE ,..ART.tl iLL 
aE. RETiRi~G FROI'f\ hiS POSi ~AS 
IIEAD Ct\ OF ThE ,...~ER i~ JU~E. 
' ft\ARki ThE ~ .. C), SEAS AS 
IS ST. e<;)AChi~G FOR c' 'tEARS 
' RE hA \IE ae.e.~ c~' \Hi~s \Nilhi~ his 
TER,If\. ASSiSTA~T ~OA~ }iff\ ~Sh 
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1_1"1 LATER, lt\E 'l GO Ott 
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FEREttCE Ct\1\ Piat6 iP 
A$ \NELL_ a 'l LS POitlT$. 
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aAR. 
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~eelt & Dnnce 
fi1E ~SS i ~-f et\EER.LEADERS STARTED PR.EPAR.Ali()l\lS FOR. li1E.iR.IIlE.W Satt il'it U\1£ 
l1JL "'r A lll!tlD. G \leA ~E.E.RLEADi~~&G ~Aif\P FaR. li1E.iR sE.cOI'olD 'YEAR.. AF"DiR lt\RE.E. LattG DA "rs 
AIIIO STft ~Oif\PEliliatt Alf\CttG li1E. LARGE. e<;)..E.D Di\liSi()lll, li1E. r.fi~~&E.R. et\E.~l..RADE.R$ ~E. 
1101f\E Will11t\E: SE~ A \NARD illl AS lf\AIIl"'r 'YEARS, ll1iS lilf\E. FOR. li1E.iR.lR.I\I)i"'QI!l$, aPE, .. 
~iFi~ALL "'r F()R li1E.iR. kiCk I SlAR.TilllG LilllE...uP, Atoll) FR.E.E. li1R.QW R.OUTi ...... 
~11QR.TL "'r li1EREAFTER ll1 "'r l!tEGAIIll\NO ADA "'r PR.A~Ti~ES OUR.illlG G ME'< lQ PREPME. 
li1E 1\lE.W S~UAD FQR. FQQlt!.ALL SE.ASOIIl. r~UiPPED Will1li1E.iR. LARGEST Ill~ 01= ~
'YET, l\NE.IIll"'r ~E.E. LE.AOER.S lOOk TO li1E. SiDELilllE.S TO ~E.E.R. Olllli1E. r.fi ,_-QO'Iai\LL liN\. 
\\fill1li1E.iR. LARGE.R.IIllllf\e.ERS AlllD -tO 'YEARS ~Oif\&illlED ~QLLE.GE. ~ Q ~ 
li1E. "'r \NE.R.E READ "'r TO lAkE. If\ ORE. DiFFi~UL l AlllD ~ALLE.IIlGilllG Sl\JIIlT$ "tt\AM M.fCR 
~QQlaALL ALLQ\NE.D li1E.If\ TO ShOW OFF lf\AIIl"'r OF li1E.SE 1\lE.W $kiLL$ iM 1111. 
P"'rRAif\iDS, ELiTE PAR. Sl'\lttlilllG, AlllD hiGI'\ .. FL "'rilllG &ASkE.T T ft\a."r iED GRAVil"'r 
AlllD !'.UiL l P"'rRAif\" T S Q\IER FiFTEEIIl FE.E.T TALL, fif\AIIl"'r PAR ~T$ illl\IQL\IED 
FL "'rE.RS \Nt\Q PER.~ t\iGI'\ illlli1E. AiR. SUPPORTED ()lllL "'r a "'r lttE. $iltQUli'II\116D OF hER 
PAR TillER., AlllD Gi~ \NE.R.E. TOSSED E\IEI\l hiGhER illlli1E. AiR. TO PE.R.FQiitlf\ A Ti~ TI1A l 
lf\O:Sl PEOPLE ~AIIl'T PER. li1E GROUI'olD. 
~QQlaALL SEA \NRAPPED UP ill& ThE ~OLD OF ~0\IEif\l!tER. .. .JUST A$ Sk,E.l&ALL WAS GEl .. 
TilllG FiRED UP. A$'l't\E. 'YEAR. RQUI'olD SEAS()IIl OF li1E ~EE.R.LE.AOER. CC»l ~D, 11'\E."'r COIIllitt .. 
UED TO ~EER li1E ~1\lERS AlllD lAD"'r ~1\lER.S. As li1E RULES hA\IE I!I.E£1\l ~lllGE.D DUE TO 
SAFE.l"'r COI'ol~ER.IIlS, li1E"'r FA~ED 1\lEW RESTRi~li()lllS ()1\llt\E. killlDS QF $ ~l~ lt\AT COULD !'.E 
PERFOR.If\ED. eRE.A liVil"'r WAS ~RU~iAL, AlllD li1E."'r PER.SE.\IER.ED li1R.OUGI\ lt\.:. ~E.ASOIIl ~Qif\ .. 
illlG UP Wilt\ lllEW AlllD illllER.ESlilllG WA "'rS lQ li1ROW PEOPLE. ARQUIIlD. ft\E."'r t3,11&1) lt\E. $EASOM AS 
A DiFFE.R.EIIll S~UAD \Nt\Q ARE PROUD OF \NhA lli1E."'r A~iE\IED, AlllD AR.E LQQt(.i R; FORWARD TO 












































































IT's OPEninG WeeH on THe LAST OA'T', Ano FRESHmen GATHER 
ALL AROUnD THE PUCH. ALL OF THE HARO WORH FROm THE LAST 
WEEH IS ABOUT TO BE PUT TO THE TeST CURinG one OF THE BIG-
GEST evenTS OF THE WEEH. One OF THE GROUPS STEPS UP TO THE 
STARTinG Line., AnHIOUS TO see HOW THEIR PAOOUCT WILL HOLD UP 
TO THe CHALLEnGe. "On 'T'OUR mARH! GeT seT! Go!" 
OPEninG WeeH IS .JUST one OF THe evenTs THAT eveR'T' 
miSSOURI 5& T STUDEnT WILL RememBER THROUGHOUT THEIR COL-
LEGE CAREER. A WEEH, OEOICATEO TO GETTinG new STUDEnTS TO 
FEEL mORE COmFORT ABLE AnO RELAHEO In THEIR new enVIROnmenT. 
EvenTS ARE PLAnneo EVER'T' OA'T', LIHe ICE CREAm In FROnT OF 
HAveneR, SPORTS niGHT, THE AmAZinG mineR RAce, Ano PRO..JECT 
H. 
One OF THe mAin evenTs OF THe weeH IS PRo..JecT H. Ev-
ER'T' OA'T', A TEAm OF STRAnGERS meeTS TOGETHER TO CREATE 
THE BeST RemoTe COnTROLLED CAR. UsinG LimiTED SUPPLIES, THE 
TEAms ARE enCOURAGED TO THinH OUTSIDE OF THE BOH TO OESIGn 
A CAR THAT CAn: CRAW A Line OF CHALH, CATCH A mARBLE, AnO 
fi'T' A PLAne OFF A RAmP. To AOO TO THE OIFfic:uL T'T', THE TEAms 
mUST RACE THEIR CARS AROUnD THE CAmPUS, comPETinG TO see 
WHO CAn COmPLETE EVER'T' T ASH THE FASTEST. 
WITH ALL THE ACTIVITIES PLAnneo FOR THE WEEH, 0 WeeH, 
GIVES FRESHmen A CHAnCe TO EAse THEIR WA'T' InTO THE new AnO 
DIFFEREnT SC:HOOL 'T'EAR. new FRIEnDSHIPS ARE FORmED, AnO ev-
' ER'T' new STUDEnT IS GIVEn A LITTLE PEEH AT WHAT S TO come FOR 
























A FAILinG Econom'T'? 
IT's A 1-V"lown F AC:T; ouR economY 
HAS nOT BEEn In THE BEST POSITIOn. In-
flATIOn RATES ARE THE HIGHEST IT's BEEn In 
2, YEARS. ComPAniES GOinG OUT OF BUSI-
ness, .JOBS LOST, THE newLY ELEC:T PResi-
DEnT 0BAmA DEBAT ABLY CROSSinG THE LinE 
WHIC:H SEPARATES GOVERnmenT AnD PRIVATE 
InDUSTRY. TAl-E A momenT TO DIGEST THAT, 
AnD THEn PROCEED TO WASH IT DOWn WITH 
OUR nATIOnAL DEBT WHIC:H IS OVER 1 1 TRIL-
LIOn DOLLARS. 
How DOES THIS AFFECT THE STUDEnTS OF 
miSSOURI 5& T? IT HIT HOmE FOR THOSE THAT 
ATTEnDED THE SPRinG CAREER FAIR. miLLIOnS 
OF AmERICAnS ARE C:LUTC:HinG TIGHT TO THEIR 
nEST EGGS. WAITinG OUT OUR ECOnOmiC: DE-
PRESSIOn TO SAVE THEIR 1-0 1 H; PEOPLE ARE 
WAITinG LOnGER BEFORE RETIRinG. We ARE on 
THE BRinH TO REPLACE An EnTIRE GEnERATIOn 
OF EnGinEERS. 
HoPE IS ALL I C:An PROVIDE, no FAIRY 
TALE EnDinG HERE. We ARE A meL TlnG POT 
OF PEOPLE, lnTERC:OnnEC:TED ETHniC:ITIES AnD 
HERITAGES THAT ALL STAnD UnDER A SinGLE 
flAG. OuR nATIOn HAS WITHSTOOD HARSH 
TimES AnD WE PREVAIL AGAin AnD AGAin. 
REAC:H OUT TO one AnOTHER In THIS ECO-
nomiC: CRISIS, HELP THOSE In nEED. UniTED WE 
STAnD. 


















































OveR THE summeR, BARRACH 
OsAmA VISITED ffiiSSOURI 
5& T TO CAmPAIGn FOR THE 
PAESIOEnC"r'. Jn THE mULTI-
PURPOSE BUILDinG PEOPLE 

















THE GRADUATE WITH THE 
SCIEnCE DEGREE ASHS, "WH'r' 
DOES IT WORH?'' 
Ll! 
LL THE GRADUATE WITH AS en-
--J GlnEERinG DEGREE ASHS, 
1- "How DOES IT WORH?'' 
~ 
-- THE GRADUATE WITH An AC-li.J 
(J COUnTinG DEGREE ASHS, 
::J "How mUCH WILL IT COST?" 1-
·-·-· THE GRADUATE WITH THE 
LIBERAL ARTS DEGREE ASHS, 
12~ 













t-.. ==--._.,..._=~=.1 THe Women's SeLF DeFence 
SeminAR WAS HELD 1n HAveneR 











































THE new Ano I~ ..... 
OUT WITH THE OLD, n WITH THE neul 
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ResiDEnTIAL CoLLEGE 


















DuRinG THe SPRinG .Ano F .ALL 
C.AREER F .AIR, COffiP .AniES SUCH .AS 
Gm, BoeinG, .Ano C.ATEPILL.AR, 














































































!t is !!ft!n s!id th!t OUr bn! in c!!ll!g! is tM IJe..st bn,! OUr lilf4t..S. 
C!!ll!g! is ! bn! !t whcfl m2st pe....!!pl! !r! !bl! t2 g!t ! 2111 th! 
c2ntr!!l !!f p!fe..nts f2r th! first bn! in tl1b' l~_s. !!r s2 h!!p!. 
~ f!w, pr!ci!!!!s ye..!rs s!rv! !s bn! f2r !II !!f t2 find our 
wh!! w! ~ !nd wh!t th! f!!t!!r! h!s in st!!r!. L2!!king b!ck n!!w, m!ny 
will see WO....nd!rf!!l m!m!!ri!s th!t h!v! b!en m!d! !nd cra..zy nights th!t 
might n!!t n!~ly b! ! d!u-e..d m!m!!ry. l.if!bn! fri!nds !!r! m!d! 
whil! !!th!r fri!nds fro..m 112m! might b! ~ !nd l!ft b!hind. 
TbrO..!!gh!!!!t th!s! ye..!rs. m!ny n!w t!k!! pl!c!! !nd 
c!!ntriJ!!t! t!! wh!! w! b!c2m!. R!m!n be..c!!ni!s ! f2!!d gr!!Up !II !!n its 
!!wn. !nd v!g!t!bl!s b!c!!m! ! I!!X!!ry th!t c!h't ~ !ffo-rd!d. Gb1g t2 
b!d b!f!!r! ~ n!V!r happ!ns. whi~ sl!!png pa..st th! s!!!!nd !!f th! 
!l!!nn is m!!r! fre.lt!!-ent th!n n!!t. 
Aft!r l!!ng, st!!cl!nls b!!gb I!! d!fin!! ::::~ w!y, ft!!n. 
d!!m ~ t2 W!l-m!rt !t tw!! in 1M m!!rnng p!r fktly n!t!!r!L llld 
W!HI! Jic!Us! b!c2mls fin! c!!iSft! wh!n !d t2 th! d!ily dl!t !f. 
f!re..d t2 st!!d!nts by Ch!rtw!lls. 
All th!s! ye-!rs !r! sp!nt striVing t2 g!t finiSh!d. jY.st t! bllbll 
t2 ~ th! h!!~ !!f ! t!!wn c!ll!!d R!!ll!. B!f!!r! 122 l2ng. ......... 
d!!y !!rriv8-Sw !nd it's tim! t2 l!!v! th! sch2!!l th!t hl!s biiR 
t2 m!ny f2r s2 l!!ng. Mtm2rt!s Will b! f!!rg!ttlla 
n!st!lgl! hits .... tftly'rl a!!lna 
!c:r28s .... lid. Cllls1tw 
N!m!: Br!nd!!n 
Ad!ms 




T1 !l•f!l 1111rs 
N!rn!: Je-1111if!r ab-
b!!t 








Cl!!bs: H!!liX &BS!! 
F!VO..rit! M!!vi!: 
B!ck t2 th! F!:!t!!r! 
H!!bby: Wrib1g 
N!m!: R!:!Stin At. 
k!iss!n 






! kn!!w th! spmg c2nst!nt f!!r my 
m!lb-!ss. W!nn!! takg s2m! d!t!? 
......... 













N!m!: A!ro..n B!ck 
Oe..gr.!!: M!ch L 








Cl!!bs: STYCQ !nd 
Alph! loe ~It! 
F!v!!rtt! M!!vl!: Th! 
N2t!b!!2k 







N!m!!.: §nily Br!!tz 
O!!gre--2: Arch. t. 


















M!!nty Pyth2n !nd 
th! H!!ly Gr!il 
your !y!s h!!v! !! p!!rf!ct vv!!v!-























F!v2rtt! M2vi!: !If 
N!m!:Y!smn 
H!ss!n 









BD19 p!rt 2f St. 
P!ts 
Cl!!b: W 1 T!!!m 
~Bry!n 
H!rT 











&my 2f [)a...rkn!ss 
1.*! th! kJeal v!c!!!!.m, y!!!!'r!! th!! 
2nly thing in my !!niv!!rs!!. 
N!m!: Wdli!m 
H211!y 
l)e_gr!l: ~ Sci. 
Cl!!ba S!!l!r C!r, 
YDS, 6CM, SYB 
F!~M!!v-
11!8: !r9n M!n !nd 
N!m!: Th2m!s 
I.!Br!!ye..r2 

















































H!is!nb!rg vv!s vvr!!ng. !'m c!!rt!!in 
!b!!!:!t wh!t y!!!:!'r! d!!ing 12night. 
N!m!: N.!2mi 
McC!II 
Oe..gre..!!: ~ M!n. 
Gre...!k: AKA 
F!VO..rit!! P.ck-!!p 











De-Wf!!: C2q). !.. 
2rgs: B!llr!!!!m 
Cl!b, SYB. L!mbd! 
~Pl. SM. 




De..gre....!!: &ch. ~ 























1 OOth St. P!ts 
F!VO....ril:!! M!!v"& W! 
W!!r!! S!!ld!rs 


























































!'m !Hr!ct!!d t2 yo-!! lik! th! E!rth iS !Hr!ct!d 
t2 th!! S!!n - with ! l!rg! f2rc!! inv!rs!!ly 


























[)e_gre-!: M!ch. ~ 












B!ng ! PRQ l!!d!r 
What is the difference between a physicist, an engineer, and a mathematician? 
If an engineer walks into a room and sees a fire in the middle and a bucket of 
water in the comer, he takes the bucket of water and pours it on the fire and puts 
it out. 
If a physicist walks into a room and sees a fire in the middle and a bucket of 
, he takes the bucket of water and pours it eloquently around 
the fire and lets the fire put itself out. 
~ .... uiau"'J. an walks into a room and sees a fire in the middle and a bucket 
in the corner, he convinces himself there is a solution and leaves. 
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Wi chmann , Sadye 76 
Wi ckstrom, Johnny 5 1 
Wi eland , Joseph 37 
Wi ese, Eli zabeth Ann 46 
Wil bers, Adam 56 
Wilczynski , Ca leb 37, 42 
Wilder, Kri sti na 93 
Wildhaber, Jill 50 
Wildhaber, Shawn I 07 
Wilemski , Gerald 166 
Wiles, Phoebe 98 
Wilkerson, Robert I 07 
Willey, Juli e Anne 46 
Willi ams, Ben 42, 97 
Willi ams, Cameron I 07 
Williams, Cathy 162 
Williams, Christopher 57 
Williams, Daronn 193 
Williams, Diamond 33, 36 
Williams, Jeff91 
Williams, Kevin 51 
Williams, Nicholas 36 
Williams, Patricia 57 
Williams, Peter 99 
Williams, Robert 36 
Williams, Steven 51 
Willinger, Stephanie 178 
Willingham, Alex 108 
Willmering, Matthew 32 
Wilmes, Josh 107 
Wilson, Casey 52, 193 
Wilson, Lee 51 
Wilson, Matt 101 
Wilson, Nicholas 49, 110 
Wilson, Terry 148 
Wilson, Tyler 51 
Windhausen, Alan Brandenburger 38, 42, 
50 
Winkelman, Blake I 06 
Winkleman, Travis 99 
Wintermute, Justin 34 
Wiskur, Glenn 51 
Woehl, Taylor I 04 
Wommack, Dan I 04 
Woner, James 49 
Wong, Kaitlyn 50 
Wong, May Yee 32 
Wood, Sean Alexander 57 
Wood, Tyler 97 
Woodworth, Alex 89 
Woody, Aaron I 06 
Worley, Shannan 93 
Worley, Shannon 57 
Worstell, Devin 43, 49, 91 
Wright, Brian 193 
Wright, Christopher 51 
Wright, Jordan 51 
Wronkiewicz, Dr. David 158 
Wyatt, Amanda 51 
Wyatt, Michael 36, 53 
Ll 
_, 
Yegerlehner, Michael 51, 56 
Ying Chau (Allen) Liu 32, 57 
Yost, Andy 49 
Young, Aaron 47, 49 
Young, Andrah 50 
Young, Keith 36 
Young, Walter D 46 
Yount, Beth Ann 46, 45, Ill 
Yungbluth, Alycia 93 
7 
-
Zandstra, Michael 51 
Zdazinsky, Charles II 0 
Zeisler, Jacqueline 49, 98 
Zerr, Chris I 0 I 
Ziegemeier, Heather 98 
Ziegler, John Holt 46, 54 
Zimmer, Kyle 193 
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Congratulations: Clas5 of 2009! 
Good Luck in all of 
your Furure Endeavors! 
c .) 
Chartwells 
Eat ' Learn ' Ltve 
Chartwel ls Drning Services 
at Musourl S& T 
http:/ /W'W"'.'J. neoncampus . .coml 
M'p:// .mst.edu 
~~~~~~~~~ 
since1953 Call 800.637.8732 
www.renardpaper.com 
JANITORIAL CHEMICALS, SUPPLIES, LAUNDRY, WAREWASH, 
EQUIPMENT SALES, SERVICE, & RENTAL 
C:·ampLell 
Mattress 
"a VWJ Speeia£ JWui of &mpatUJ" 
Wafte Up ... flle/~te"fted. 
100 South Minnesota - Cape Girardeau, MO 63703 - 1-800-548-7258 
www.campbellmattressco.com 
Before the cancer, hair was all that mattered. CureSearch.org is a comprehensive website that can 
help you deal with all aspects of childhood cancer. It connects you to the network of doctors and 
scientists whose collaborative research has turned childhood cancer from a nearly incurable 
disease to one with an overall cure rate of 78%. So now you can learn how to make her skin grow 
a little thicker until her hair grows back. 
How do you convince a 14-year-old girl 
that hair doesn't matter? 
Does Graduation Have You Up in the Air? 
Ground Yourself with these UMR Grads 
Rohn Abbott, 1966, 1968 
Chris Groves, 1968, 1969 
Quentin Gehring, 2004, 2006 
Frank Wuttig, 1983 
Tom Abkemeier, 1987, 1992 
Kyle Kershaw, 1999 
Scott Walker, 1999 
Jake Bilello, 1999 
Pat Kinsella, 2000, 2005 
David Asunskis, 2004 
2043 Westport Center Drive Saint Louis, MO 63146 
Ph: (314) 699-9660 Fax: (314) 699-9661 
www.shan nonwi I son. com 
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/YorE 
It ie 11'1y plu.9ure to preaet'lt to 
you the ~Uart10 yu.rbook. Cbie 
ie 11'1y tbird yu.r of beirwg the 
6ditor-in-Cbid at1d it atao my 
...... la9t. I Pope tbat durirwg 11'1y ti~ 
a9 editor I ~e but1 able to cap~ 
ture at1 accurate picture of our 
ca1'11pi.J9. J3ttbougt? I fout1d trne 
ta9k it19ut"T11o\.Jt'ltabte. the currerrt 
ataff at1d I ~e but1 ~orkit1g to 
t"flake it the beat yu.r yet. 
Cbia yu.r 009 beet1 a yu.r of 
coorwge at1d tributati0t1. Ulitt? all 
of the ~orriee of the ~ at1d the future of the as td U9 reat it1 
~ fact toot ~bite attet1dirwg ecboot ~e ~e picked up the 9kitl9 to 110t 
011ty eun?i~e but to tt?ri~e it1 any 9ituati0t1. 
If tbere 009 but1 anytrn11g tdt out of the yu.rbook tbat you ~outd like 
to au 11eJCt year fut free to aet1d u9 a cort1t't1et'lt at rottart10@>rt1at.edu or 
call ue at 57..3 . ..341.4.Z79. I ~outd to~e t?«arirwg font1 people about tl?ie 
book ~et1 if you lxrted it <I ~outd prefer you to~e it but I cat1~ rt1ake 
~et"YOt'le ooppy>. 
Clxt11k you to aU of you tOOt eupported 111e tbougt? tma yu.r it1eludit1g 
tT1y ]"'a11agit1g 6ditor. J3t1dr~. I coutdt1~ ~e d011e it ~itt7out yot.~r 
Bet1ae of t?\Jt1101". ax ~hole ataff tbie yu.r did a great jOb at1d COfl1Pld~ 
ed the yearbook it1 record ti111e. I ~outd atao like to toot1k ]"'r. 6 ]Vire . 
.t.:etrt.z for their great 9porf9 pboto9 at1d ~bit1 J3dey for takit19 ot.~r 
Bet1ior picture9. Clxt11k you attl Clxt11k you agait1 for tdtir~g ~ be tlx 
6ditor at1d 110t ~atkirwg out 0t1 111e. It•9 but1 a pri~tege at1d at1 bot101" 
to keep the biatory of our Ot1i~er9ity ati~e. 
Bt11y fl Ce~at'ltee 
6IC-~ttart10 
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